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Tony Hansberry II isn't 'i'laiting to finish medical school to contribute
to improved medical care. He has already developed a stitching
technique that can be used to reduce surgical complications. as
'Nell as the chance of error among less experienced surgeons.

"I\:e alv,;ays had a passion for medicine." he said in a recent
inter-lie".-;. 'The project I did 'N'as. basically. the comparison of novel
laparoscopic instruments in doing a hysterectomy repair.~

By the ','lay. Hansberrl is a 14-year-old high school freshman.

In ,April. the brilliant teen presented his findings at a medical
conference at the University of Florida before an audience of doctors
and board-certified SUr{1eons.

Hansberry attends Darnell-Cookman, a special medical magnet
school that allo\ol/s him to take advanced classes in medicine.
Students at the schoolmaster suturing in eighth grade.

"I just '...•;ant to help people and be respected. know'ing that I can
save lives." said Hansberry, the son of a registered nurse and an
African rv1ethodist Episcopal church pastor. His goal is to become a
neurosurgeon,

The idea for his procedure developed last summer during an
internship at the University of Florida's Center for Simulation
Education and Safety Research at Shands Hospital in Jacksonville.

Hansberry responded to a challenge to improve a procedure called
the endo stitch. used in hysterectomies that could not be clamped
down properly to close the tube 'INhere the patient's uterus had
been. The teen devised a vertical way to apply the endo stitch and.
using a medical dummy. completed the stitching in a third of the
time of traditional sllr£lerl.

"It took me a day or 1\ovoto come up 'Nith the concept.' Hansberry
said.

He 'Nas supervised by Dr. Brent Siebel. a urogynecologist. and
Bruce r",JappL administrative director of the Center for Simulation
Education and Safety Research. Hansberry's discovery ',von second
place in its regional science fair in February 2009 in the medical
category'.
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